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Directed cell motility is at the basis of biological phe-
nomena such as development, wound healing, and me-
tastasis. It has been shown that substrate attachments
mediate motility by coupling the cell’s cytoskeleton with
force generation. However, it has been unclear how the
persistence of cell directionality is facilitated. We show
that mRNA localization plays an important role in this
process, but the mechanism of action is still unknown.
In this study, we show that the zipcode-binding protein 1
transports b-actin mRNA to the focal adhesion compart-
ment, where it dwells for minutes, suggesting a means for
associating its localization with motility through the
formation of stable connections between adhesions and
newly synthesized actin filaments. In order to demon-
strate this, we developed an approach for assessing the
functional consequences of b-actin mRNA and protein lo-
calization by tethering the mRNA to a specific location—in
this case, the focal adhesion complex. This approach will
have a significant impact on cell biology because it is now
possible to forcibly direct any mRNA and its cognate protein
to specific locations in the cell. This will reveal the impor-
tance of localized protein translation on various cellular
processes.

Supplemental material is available for this article.
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mRNA localization is a highly conserved method for the
subcellular spatial and temporal control of gene expres-
sion (Lecuyer et al. 2007, 2009; Besse and Ephrussi 2008;
Martin and Ephrussi 2009). As one of the initial examples
of mRNA localization, b-actin mRNA was shown to be
distributed to the leading edge of migrating fibroblasts
(Kislauskis et al. 1997). Directionality of cell movement
was shown to be dependent on the zipcode-binding protein

1 (ZBP1), which binds the zipcode sequence in mRNA and
is necessary for mRNA localization (Kislauskis et al. 1997;
Ross et al. 1997). Introducing antisense oligos to the
zipcode sequence in the 39 untranslated region (UTR) of
b-actin mRNA or truncating the C-terminal mRNA-
binding domains in ZBP1 exhibited significant decreases
in the directionality of fibroblasts (Shestakova et al. 2001;
Farina et al. 2003). ZBP1 binding acts to repress b-actin
mRNA translation until a Src kinase phosphorylates the
396 tyrosine, a site proximal to the KH3–KH4 domains
responsible for binding the mRNA zipcode (Huttelmaier
et al. 2005; Chao et al. 2010). This was the first indication
of a tightly regulated mechanism involving ZBP1 for not
only localization of an mRNA target, but also its trans-
lational control.

Newly synthesized b-actin within the leading edge
would be expected to supply a small fraction of the actin
monomer concentration known to contribute to all fila-
ments within the leading edge (Chan et al. 1998; Condeelis
and Singer 2005). Therefore, it was hypothesized that local
actin synthesis must be targeted to a specific compart-
ment, presumably one that would impact cell directional-
ity. For this reason, we focused our experimental methods
on focal adhesions within the leading edge, a site known to
have active Src kinase. Additionally, previous studies have
shown that other RNA-binding proteins can concentrate
near adhesion complexes (Babic et al. 2009; Lee et al. 2009)
and may play a role in adhesion maturation (Chicurel et al.
1998; de Hoog et al. 2004; Vikesaa et al. 2006). Here we
used single-particle tracking of endogenous b-actin mRNA
to identify a dwelling population of mRNA within the
leading edge of live fibroblasts. We found increased mRNA
dwelling as the distance to adhesions decreased, indicating
a compartment around adhesions that corralled mRNA.
Furthermore, we showed that localizing b-actin mRNA to
the adhesion compartment was dependent on ZBP1 and
that ZBP1 knockout cells exhibited decreased focal adhe-
sion stability. Development of an mRNA tethering assay
illustrated that an increased concentration of b-actin
mRNA at adhesions altered adhesion dynamics and cell
motility statistics. This effect on adhesions and motility
was found to be translation-dependent. Taken together,
these data elucidate the dynamic role of ZBP1-mediated
b-actin mRNA localization to leading edge compart-
ments in order to asymmetrically control adhesion
stability and regulate the directionality of fibroblast move-
ment through local b-actin synthesis.

Results and Discussion

With the recent advent of the b-actin-MS2-binding site
knock-in (MBS) mouse, with all b-actin mRNA labeled
with MS2 stem loops in the 39 UTR, we now can visualize
and track endogenous mRNAs in real time (Lionnet et al.
2011). Crossing the MBS mouse with our ZBP1 knockout
mouse enabled us to investigate mRNA dynamics in a
ZBP1-null environment (Supplemental Fig. S1). This al-
lowed direct investigation of mRNA localization depen-
dent on ZBP1 expression. We first investigated whether
a significant localization deficiency could be measured in
ZBP1�/� cells. Fibroblasts derived from littermates of a
ZBP1+/�MBS+/+ cross were immortalized and stably in-
fected with the MS2 coat protein (MCP) fused to TagRFPt,
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a red fluorescent protein. Live-cell images of MCP-
TagRFPt-labeled b-actin mRNA were taken in total in-
ternal reflection fluorescence (TIRF), and the mRNA
distribution was quantified against GFP as a cytoplasmic
marker (Fig. 1A). As expected, the polarization index, com-
puted through a recently reported algorithm (Park et al.
2012), was significantly reduced in MBS–ZBP1 knockout
fibroblasts when compared with MBS wild type (Fig. 1B).
Additionally, we investigated whether the localization
defect translated into a cell motility defect. Motility
analysis over 12 h revealed that ZBP1 knockout fibroblasts
had a significantly reduced directionality (Fig. 1C; Supple-
mental Movie 1; Supplemental Table 1). This confirmed
previous findings that showed that a deficiency in cyto-
plasmic localization of b-actin mRNA resulted in defec-
tive directionality of migrating fibroblasts (Shestakova
et al. 2001; Farina et al. 2003).

In order to directly investigate the difference in b-actin
mRNA localization dynamics between MBS wild-type
and MBS–ZBP1 knockout cells, we created an analysis
approach to track single mRNA particles that dwell in the
leading edge of live fibroblasts. Images were taken every
10 sec for a total of 10 min, and TIRF excitation ensured
a single plane of focus on the ventral surface. Endogenous
b-actin mRNA was labeled with MCP fused to GFP, while
cell adhesions were labeled with paxillin-mCherry to
enable coordinate analysis of dwelling mRNAs to the
nearest focal adhesion (Fig. 2A–F). Movies were then

analyzed by a previously described single-particle track-
ing program (Larson et al. 2005). The slower acquisition
rate allowed specific observation of mRNAs that dwelled
for long time periods within a confined distance on the
ventral surface of the cell. Tracked mRNA particles that
persisted >1 min were categorized as ‘‘dwelling’’ mRNAs
and counted as a single tracked data set (Fig. 2F; Supple-
mental Movie 2). This analytical approach produced two

Figure 1. ZBP1 is necessary for b-actin mRNA localization and
directionality in mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs). (A) Live-cell
TIRF images of wild-type and ZBP1 knockout fibroblasts with
TagRFPt-labeled b-actin mRNA and free GFP as the cytoplasmic
marker. Corresponding polarization indices are shown, based on
a reported algorithm that assesses asymmetry by computing the
intensity-weighted centroids of mRNA and cytoplasmic GFP (Park
et al. 2012). (B) The average polarization index of b-actin mRNA
distribution was significantly lower in cells without ZBP1. n = 60 for
each condition, and bars represent polarization index averages 6

SEM. (C) The directionality of fibroblasts (computed as the net path
divided by the total path) was also found to be significantly reduced
in fibroblasts without ZBP1. n = 50 for each condition 6SEM.

Figure 2. ZBP1 localizes b-actin mRNA to the adhesion compart-
ment, where it dwells for minutes. (A) Endogenous b-actin mRNA
labeled with 2xMCP-GFP bound to 24 MS2 stem loops in the 39

UTR was imaged in TIRF every 10 sec for 10 min. (B) For each frame,
mRNA particles were identified within a chosen region of interest
(ROI) (yellow square) in the cellular periphery with Localize software
(Larson et al. 2005), as indicated by the red dots. (C) Identified
mRNAs that persisted for >1 min (seven consecutive frames) with
less than five pixels of displacement between each frame were
tracked and categorized as dwelling mRNAs (identified by the blue
boxes). (D,E) The first and last frame included acquisition of paxillin-
mCherry labeling to coordinate dwelling mRNAs to the nearest
adhesion. The centroid coordinates of each tracked dwelling mRNA
was coordinated to the nearest adhesion identified by thresholding
(shown in E). (F) Distances (shown for each dwelling mRNA in the
figure) were calculated for each dwelling mRNA centroid to the
nearest adhesion (masked in white) and used to analyze the sig-
nificance of ZBP1 on b-actin mRNA compartmentalization within
the leading edge. (G) We found that ZBP1 expression in MEFs sig-
nificantly increased the probability of b-actin mRNA dwelling for
>1 min in the cell periphery. Data shown represents dwelling mRNA
tracks found within each ROI divided by the average number of mRNA
particles found per minute 6 SEM, with the following n-values: wild
type (WT) = 60; ZBP1 knockout (KO) = 46; ZBP1 KO + mCh-ZBP1 = 33.
b-actin mRNA particles near the perinuclear region were not found to
dwell for >1 min for all samples (data not shown). (H) All dwelling
mRNAs for each condition as a factor of dwell time versus distance to
the nearest adhesion were plotted. More dwelling mRNA was observed
as distance to the nearest adhesion decreased.
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critical results for explaining the importance of localizing
b-actin mRNA in motile cells. First, the percentage of
dwelling mRNAs in the cell periphery was significantly
greater in wild-type cells than in ZBP1 knockout cells
(Fig. 2G), although mRNA and adhesion densities within
the analyzed regions were the same (Supplemental Fig. S2A).
Expressing exogenous mCherry-cZBP1, sorted to express at
endogenous levels, rescued the defect that we observed in
MBS–ZBP1 knockout cells (Fig. 2G). Second, we measured
the distance from each dwelling mRNA (coordinates were
determined by the track centroid) to the nearest focal
adhesion and found an increased proportion of mRNA
dwelling as the distance to adhesions decreased (Fig. 2H).
This trend was observed in all cell lines (Supplemental
Fig. S3A), and we therefore concluded that the focal adhe-
sion environment was responsible for corralling b-actin
mRNA. We rarely observed mRNA dwelling directly on
adhesions; instead, a majority of mRNAs dwelled within
1 mm of an adhesion, suggesting that the environment
around adhesions retains mRNA. It is reasonable to
hypothesize that these mRNAs are translating, since they
would be less mobile when associated with polysomes
(multiple ribosomes). We tested this hypothesis by the
addition of puromycin, an antibiotic that causes premature
translation termination and dissociation of ribosomes
from mRNA and hence would be expected to eliminate
the dwelling (translating) mRNAs. This experiment yielded
a clear result. We found that the percent of dwelling
mRNAs was significantly reduced after the addition of
100 ug/mL puromycin (Supplemental Fig. S3B; Supple-
mental Movie 3). This showed that dwelling mRNAs
were likely translating.

The distribution of mRNA dwell times within 1 mm of
an adhesion was found to be consistent among samples,
even though mRNAs dwell in ZBP1-expressing cells more
frequently (Supplemental Fig. S3C). Therefore, the de-
creased number of longer-dwelling mRNAs in ZBP1
knockout cells reflected a transport deficiency of b-actin
mRNA to the compartment around adhesions. We pre-
dict that this was directly related to ZBP1’s mechanism
of binding to b-actin mRNA in the perinuclear region
and asymmetrically transporting its target along the
cytoskeleton to the cellular periphery (Latham et al.
2001; Oleynikov and Singer 2003), a site known to have
increased Src activity near adhesions (Zaidel-Bar et al.
2007). Once ZBP1 is phosphorylated and b-actin mRNA
is no longer translationally repressed, newly synthesized
b-actin protein can directly integrate at the interface
between the actin filament and the adhesion, thereby
helping to stabilize adhesions at the leading edge.

Since localization of b-actin mRNA to the adhesion
compartment was found to be reduced in ZBP1 knockout
cells, we sought to understand the role of b-actin mRNA
localization on adhesion dynamics. To assess focal adhe-
sion dynamics, we measured paxillin-mCherry lifetimes
in motile fibroblasts by tracking adhesions in TIRF for 6 h
(Fig. 3; Supplemental Movie 4). We found a significant
decrease in focal adhesion stability (measured by tracking
the lifetime of each adhesion) in ZBP1 knockout cells
(Fig. 3G), although the average adhesion size of all ad-
hesions was not significantly different between wild-type
and ZBP1 knockout fibroblasts (data not shown). Analysis
of individual protrusions allowed for closer visualization
of each adhesion life cycle within the cellular periphery. In
wild-type fibroblasts, we observed a progressive maturation

of adhesions as the leading edge extended (Fig. 3C),
whereas protrusions in ZBP1 knockout fibroblasts showed
very little adhesion stability within a protrusion over the
same time scale (Fig. 3F). Averaged projections over the 6-h
acquisition showed clear protruding waves of adhesions in
wild-type fibroblasts, while a disarray of adhesions in ZBP1
knockout fibroblasts did not show a persistent front of
maturing adhesions (Fig. 3B,E). Re-expressing exogenous
ZBP1 at wild-type levels rescued the adhesion stability de-
fect measured in ZBP1 knockout cells (Supplemental
Fig. S4). We suspect that ZBP1’s ability to asymmetri-
cally localize b-actin mRNA to specific adhesion com-
partments within the cell periphery enabled focal complex
maturation at the leading front of migrating fibroblasts
and dictated the directionality of cell movement. ZBP1

Figure 3. Focal adhesion stability is directly related to ZBP1 expression
in migrating MEFs. Paxillin-mCherry was expressed in wild-type MEFs
(A–C) and ZBP1 knockout MEFs (D,E) and imaged every minute for 6 h
in TIRF (Supplemental Movie 3). (B,E) Average projections of adhesion
movement movies depict progressive waves of adhesions in the direction
of migration in wild-type MEFs but a disarray of adhesion movement in
ZBP1 knockout MEFs. (G) We measured a significant reduction in
average adhesion lifetimes in ZBP1 knockout cells, although adhesion
size was not significantly different (data not shown). The time series of
individual protrusions in C and F depict a coordinated protrusion and
adhesion maturation paradigm in wild-type MEFs, while no clear
adhesion stability is seen in the ZBP1 knockout protrusion over the
same time course (each montage frame is 15 min). Data shown for wild
type and ZBP1 knockout represent averages with n-values of >18 fields
over three independent experiments 6SEM.
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knockout fibroblasts had a decreased probability of local-
izing b-actin mRNA to specified adhesion compartments,
and therefore adhesion stability was not asymmetrically
coordinated, resulting in reduced directionality in mi-
grating cells.

If increased dwelling of b-actin mRNA at the adhesion
compartment directs cell movement through adhesion
stabilization, then artificially tethered b-actin mRNA at
adhesions would elicit an exaggerated response. We
therefore exploited the MS2 system to tether mRNA to
adhesion complexes in order to directly correlate b-actin
mRNA locality at adhesions with adhesion lifetimes and
motility statistics (Fig. 4A). We stably infected cells with
vinculin fused to the MS2 capsid protein dimer and GFP
(denoted as vinculin-2xMCP-GFP), which enabled us to
tether endogenous b-actin mRNA to adhesions when put
into MBS fibroblasts. We confirmed this result by fluores-
cent in situ hybridization (FISH) of b-actin mRNA (in MBS
and non-MBS cells) and colocalized this signal with the
GFP signal of the vinculin construct (Fig. 4B). We observed
increased colocalized signal with mature adhesions fur-
ther back from the leading edge, which may relate to
MS2-b-actin mRNA accumulating on an adhesion as it
matures over time (Supplemental Fig. S5). As expected,
cells that did not express MS2-b-actin mRNA showed
reduced colocalization of b-actin mRNA with vinculin-
2xMCP-GFP (Supplemental Fig. S6). Next, we investigated
focal adhesion dynamics, as done previously, by tracking
vinculin-2xMCP-GFP fluorescence in wild-type, ZBP1
knockout, and MBS-ZBP1 knockout cells. We found that
cells expressing vinculin-2xMCP-GFP in a non-MBS back-
ground (no MS2-b-actin mRNA tethered to adhesions)
acted similarly to before, with significantly reduced adhe-
sion lifetimes in ZBP1 knockout cells compared with wild
type. However, when we tested MBS–ZBP1 knockout cells
expressing vinculin-2xMCP-GFP, we observed a noticeable
difference in their adhesion profile (Supplemental Movie
5). MBS–ZBP1 knockout cells with b-actin mRNA tethered
to adhesions exhibited a significant increase in adhesion
lifetimes, comparable with levels that we measured in wild-
type cells (Fig. 4C). Additionally, we were able to measure
a significant increase in the average adhesion size in cells
with b-actin mRNA tethered to vinculin (Fig. 4D). These
observations appear to be specific to b-actin mRNA, as the
same effect was not found when we expressed CFP-MS2
mRNA in ZBP1 knockout cells infected with vinculin-
2xMCP-GFP (CFP mRNA tethered to adhesions).

To investigate how actin stress fibers may differ in
cells with b-actin mRNA tethered to adhesions, we
stained filaments with rhodamine phalloidin and im-
aged in TIRF (Supplemental Fig. S7). Actin filament
ends integrated into adhesions similarly in all experimen-
tal groups (blue arrows in Supplemental Fig. S7). However,
we observed adhesions on actin filaments in the TIRF
field further into the interior of cells when b-actin
mRNA was tethered in MBS cells (purple arrows in
Supplemental Fig. S7). This was consistent with our
real-time observation that adhesions with tethered
b-actin mRNA did not turn over normally and appeared
to track along filaments into the interior of a cell
(Supplemental Movie 4). Therefore, we tracked cell move-
ment, as done previously, and found that ZBP1 knockout
cells with tethered b-actin mRNA had a significantly
decreased cell velocity (Supplemental Table S2), which
correlated with our predicted increase in adhesiveness.

Because MBS cells expressing vinculin-2xMCP-GFP
cannot localize b-actin mRNA, they would exhibit an
equal ability to tether the mRNA at all adhesions,
without establishing a polarity. Therefore, each adhesion

Figure 4. b-Actin mRNA tethering to focal adhesions specifically
increases adhesion size and lifetimes. (A) Schematic for the mRNA
tethering assay. mRNA with multiple MS2 stem–loops in the 39

UTR binds with high affinity to the vinculin construct fused to the
MCP dimer and GFP. As adhesions mature, more vinculin-2xMCP-
GFP accumulates, and tethered mRNA increases in concentration
at the adhesion. (B) Cy3 FISH probes were used to confirm that
b-actin mRNA was tethered to the vinculin-2xMCP-GFP con-
struct. (Top) Tethered cells show dense colocalizing signal in
TIRF. (Bottom) Non-MBS ZBP1 knockout cells (nontethered)
showed no overlay of FISH signal with vinculin-2xMCP-GFP.
Tethering b-actin mRNA to adhesions in ZBP1 knockout cells in-
creased adhesion lifetimes (C) to wild-type values but also signifi-
cantly increased the adhesion size (D). CFP mRNA with MS2 stem–
loops in the 39 UTR was used as a control tethered mRNA in ZBP1
knockout cells and produced no increase in adhesion size or lifetime.
All data shown represent averages of fields analyzed with n-values as
follows: ZBP1 knockout (KO) = 30; ZBP1 KO + CFP-MS2 = 17; MBS-
ZBP1 KO = 30; wild type (WT) = 24. (E) To test the influence of
translation, adhesions were tracked before and after cycloheximide
(100 ug/mL) addition. The percent change in adhesion lifetime after
dosage was calculated for each experimental group. n-values are as
follows: wild type = 19; MBS-ZBP1 KO = 18; ZBP1 KO = 17. Error bars
represent SEM, and P-values above data bars are from a two-tailed
Student’s t-test compared between experimental groups.
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would be equally stabilized, and as a consequence, cells
with tethered b-actin mRNA exhibited no increase
in directionality in the absence of an asymmetric force
(Supplemental Table S2; Supplemental Movie 6).

Implicit in these results is the implication that in-
creased translation of b-actin protein at adhesions
strengthens the adhesive force of the ventral surface on
the extracellular matrix. To test whether these results
were translation-dependent, we applied cycloheximide,
an inhibitor of translation elongation, to cells expressing
vinculin-2xMCP-GFP. Consistent with our hypothesis,
a significant reduction in adhesion lifetime was ob-
served after translation inhibition only in MBS–ZBP1
knockout cells (those that tethered b-actin mRNA to
all adhesions). Cells that did not tether mRNA did not
show a significant reduction (Fig. 4E; Supplemental
Movie 7), although wild-type cells showed a trend of
reduced adhesion stability after translation inhibition.
This indicated that local translation of b-actin mRNA
increased adhesion stability in cell lines with increased
mRNA around adhesions.

These results have elucidated the location where local
b-actin mRNA regulates cellular guidance. Focal adhe-
sion complexes are known sites of active Src, the kinase
necessary for relieving the translational control that
ZBP1 exerts on its mRNA target (Huttelmaier et al.
2005; Zaidel-Bar et al. 2007). Recent evidence from
adhesion proteome analysis revealed that several RNA-
binding proteins (such as hnRNP K, PABP1, and hnRNP
E2) and many ribosomal proteins were present at focal
adhesions (Kuo et al. 2011). Once ZBP1 transports b-actin
mRNA to the adhesion compartment, Src would enable
its release, and additional RNA-binding proteins could
ensure its retention near the adhesion site. Locally syn-
thesized b-actin would integrate into a maturing nascent
adhesion to stabilize the leading edge protrusion. Recent
cryo-electron microscopy evidence suggested that only
two to three actin filaments integrate into an individual
adhesion particle (Patla et al. 2010), while live-cell
imaging revealed that short, thin actin filaments ema-
nated from maturing nascent adhesions (Choi et al. 2008),
implying that tight spatial control over actin filament
assembly greatly alters the stability of a maturing adhe-
sion plaque. Newly synthesized b-actin was also shown
to be post-translationally modified through N-terminal
arginylation, a known mechanism specific to the b-actin
isoform that promotes proprietary incorporation into
filaments (Saha et al. 2010; Zhang et al. 2010). Further-
more, actin isoform-specific antibodies have revealed the
spatial distribution of b-actin protein to the ventral
surface within the myosin-dependent contractile net-
work (Dugina et al. 2009). This evidence supports the
necessity of localized b-actin protein synthesis within
distinct cytoplasmic compartments. Understanding
b-actin mRNA spatial regulation through ZBP1 has
enabled a greater understanding of how mRNA localiza-
tion can elicit significant control over cell dynamics.
Whether other mRNA targets of ZBP1 act in a way similar
to b-actin mRNA has yet to be fully determined, although
there is recent evidence to support a conserved mecha-
nism (Patel et al. 2012). ZBP1 expression has implications
for cancer prognosis (Wang et al. 2004; Vainer et al. 2008),
neural regulation (Donnelly et al. 2011; Welshhans and
Bassell 2011), and development (Hansen et al. 2004). De-
termining how, where, and for what purpose ZBP1 regulates

its mRNA targets will have significant implications for
understanding cell dynamics.

This work introduces a novel approach to study the
effects of increased protein synthesis at specified cellular
locations through forcibly localizing mRNA. Results
from tethering b-actin mRNA to focal adhesion com-
plexes supported the role that ZBP1 plays in facilitating
b-actin mRNA localization to adhesions. Because the
mRNA is permanently associated with all adhesions,
rather than dissociating and diffusing elsewhere, these
results do not phenocopy the mechanism of ZBP1-facil-
itated localization. Thus, the change in adhesion proper-
ties (e.g., slower turnover) as a result gives us insight into
how constantly restricting b-actin mRNA to adhesions
affects how a cell can move. Evidence suggests that other
mRNAs important for motility are likewise ZBP1-regu-
lated (Mingle et al. 2005; Gu et al. 2012) and may alter cell
movement if tethered to adhesions. Further use of mRNA
tethering with any MS2-labeled mRNA will enable us to
test their impact on multiple cellular processes in addition
to cell motility. Tethering mRNA to spatially restricted
complexes would also alter the localization status of any
desired mRNA and hence its cognate protein. For instance,
an mRNA could be forcibly localized to neuronal pro-
cesses to enable direct demonstration of this mRNA on a
specific cellular function (e.g., spine stability or synaptic
plasticity). Conversely, mRNAs with mutant coding re-
gions can be forcibly localized to specific structures to test
dysfunctional protein effects on cell dynamics. mRNA
tethering therefore presents a novel way for understanding
the necessity of mRNA compartmentalization, or lack of
it, in the control of cellular processes.

Materials and methods

Live-cell imaging

All experiments were performed on an Olympus IX-71 TIRF station cus-

tomized for laser-illuminated TIRF with an environmental control cham-

ber and an Andor EMCCD camera. mRNA tracking was performed with

an Olympus 1503 1.45 NA TIRFM objective. Focal adhesion tracking

and mRNA localization experiments were performed with an Olympus

603 1.45 NA TIRFM objective. Cell motility analysis was performed

with an Olympus 103 0.30 NA phase1 objective. Further explanation of

acquisition procedures for each experimental approach can be found in

the Supplemental Material.

mRNA tethering assay

The chicken vinculin ORF was cut from a GFP-vinculin construct (gift

from Louis Hodgson) and inserted into our 2xMCP-GFP lentiviral back-

bone. The vinculin-2xMCP-GFP construct enabled stable expression of

our tethering apparatus in MBS cells and non-MBS cells. MBS cells have

b-actin mRNA labeled with 24 MS2 stem–loops in the 39 UTR and there-

fore tethered b-actin mRNA to all labeled adhesions. A list of the cy3 FISH

probes used to confirm b-actin mRNA tethering may be found in the pre-

viously published Supplemental Material for Lionnet et al. (2011). As a

control, ZBP1 knockout cells (non-MBS background) were nucleofected

with a CFP construct with MS2 stem–loops in the 39 UTR. For the trans-

lation inhibition assay, cycloheximide (Sigma) was applied approximately

half-way through the adhesion tracking experiment at 100 uM. Construct

maps for all experiments can be found in Supplemental Figure S8.

Statistical tests

Statistical significance between experimental conditions was determined

by using a two-tailed Student’s t-test.
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